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INTEODUCTION 
In the past few 7ear8, several memhers of the Agronomy Staff at 
the University of Massachusetts have observed that the roots of various 
crops grown in the Connecticut Eiver Valley do not develop extensively 
below the plow layer. Since it is felt that more extensive root 
syst^s are desirable, this investigation was proposed as an attempt to 
isolate or correlate the factor or factors which are foremost in limit¬ 
ing the development of root systems in this area, 
Field examinations had established the presence of a zone of 
compacted soil, called a plow sole, which is located at the base of the 
plow layer. The extent and effect of this compacted zone was not known 
and the first objective of this study was to determine how much of a 
barrier such a compact soil layer would offer to root development under 
local soil conditions. In undertaking this study, the possibility had 
to be considered that the plow sole did not seriously impede root 
penetration but that other factors might be instrumental in limiting 
root development. 
In the light of local experiences, the other likely factor was 
thought to be the relatively low fertility of the sandy subsoils. This 
trend of thought had been strengthened by previous deep plowing experi¬ 
ments at this Station where the subsoils, when brought to the surface, 
had proved unfavorable for crop growth. 
It was decided, in consideration of these two factors, that the 
best approach would be a combination of fertility and compaction experi¬ 
ments both in the field and greenhouse. Field investigations were started 
in the summer of 1955 and were followed by greenhouse work under more 
controled conditions during the following winter. 
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REVIEW OF LITSRiTURE 
Various investigators have studied the subsoil since it became 
apparent that plants, throu^ their root systems were vitally associated 
with it. The awareness of the importance of the lower soil layers grew 
as evidence accumulated to show that these layers contained important 
potential reserves of water and plant nutrients. The fact that plants 
are physiologically able to utilize subsoil moisture has been dononstrated 
by at least two investigators, Kiessalbach et al, (19) and Hunter et al, 
(16). 
Kiessalbach and his associates showed that alfalfa was dependent 
upon subsoil water when rainfall failed to replenish surface moisture. 
Hunter and his co-workers demonstrated that some plants are capable of 
transporting water and nutrients from the water table to the surface 
through several feet of soil at the permanent wilting point. 
That some plants were prevented from benefiting from subsoil water 
and fertility reserves due to the restricting influence of subsurface 
hard pans, was shown by Weaver and Crist (32) in their studies on root 
penetration. An important observation made by Weaver and his associate 
was that the plants most likely to be deprived of moisture were the 
small grain crops such as wheat whose root systons were not in existence 
long eno\3gh to penetrate the pan during the season when the pan was 
moist and soft. 
The work of Weaver and his associates was carried out in sections 
of the United States where the problem of dense soil layers is one 
presented by naturally occuring clay and hard pans. While some of 
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these research stoidies are not directly applicable to eastern conditions, 
they do form a valuable baxjkgronnd in an approach to a common problem - 
that of overcoming compact subsoil layers and other conditions which 
inhibit deeper and fuller root development. 
In the past the simplest solution to the problem of compact 
layers and pan formations seemed to lie along the lines of a physical 
approach. This means the destruction of the dense layer by subsoil 
chiseling or other deep tillage operations. In 1888 Goff (14), working 
in New York State, tilled field com plots at six inch depth intervals 
to a total depth of two and one-half feet. He mixed subsoil and topsoil 
evenly throughout the depth of tillage with the most favorable results 
appearing on the plots which received the deepest tillage. Goff*s 
experiment, in spite of its positive results, could hardly prove 
practical under field conditions due to the large amount of hand labor 
required. 
The mixing of top and subsoil did not always have such favorable 
effects. Both Smith (29) and Woodruff et al, (35), working in different 
areas of the Midwest, found that even small quantities of subsoil reduced 
yields when it became mixed with the topsoil during their subsoiling 
operations. The experiments of Chilcott and Cole (5) on the Great Plains 
also showed a decrease in yield on some subsoil tillage e^tperiments. 
When only mechanical methods were used in breaking up hard pans 
or clay pans, the experiments of Chilcott et al, (5), Hosier et al, 
(26), and Smith (29) failed to increase the downward movement of water 
or the capacity of the subsoil to hold water. These three authors and 
Beeson et al, (2) found that the breaking of clay pans was futile as 
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the pans q[uickly returned to their previous state soon after the 
first heavy rain. 
Concurrently with the mechanical attempts to solve the problem of 
compacted soil layers, there developed an interest in the subsoil*s 
ability to supply nutrient elements for plant use, Millar (24) found 
that com made little growth on untreated subsoils and that placing 
fertilizer in sandy subsoils did not stimulate root development. In 
his later work with alfalfa, however, Millar (25) discovered nutrient 
solutions placed at depth did encourage root developaent and that 
plants growing in 15 inches of subsoil drew water successfully from 
such soils. In spite of these results Millar felt that satisfactory 
plant growth in his experiments was primarily due to the utilization 
of stored food reserves, 
McMiller (23) stated that the "rawness" causing unproductivity in 
some Minnesota subsoils was due to a lack of ava,llable phosphorus and 
potassitun. Conner (6), on the other hand, discovered that the total 
phosphorus content of some Indiana subsoils was as high as that of the 
overlying topsoil. The availability of the phosphorus in these subsoils 
was not as great as in the corresponding topsoils. Potassium was 
equally abundant and available in both the top and subsoils studied by 
Conner, He concluded that subsoils, in general, contain less nutrients 
than topsoils and that these nutrients are at a lower level of 
availability, 
Crist and Weaver (7) found that barley grown in containers of sub¬ 
soil 30 inches deep utilized water and nutrients from the entire volume 
of the container althou^ maximum uptake occurred near the surface. 
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Their concluelone were th&t eubeolle are lax^rtent In the later ita/cea 
of the barley crop when the tnrface evpply of uoietore and notrlenti 
ere depleted. Hunter and Omer aleo ehowed that plante extract water 
from eturface noil layer* eren when It 1* more readily arailable at 
lower depth*. 
Veayer (33) ehowed that nitrate* can be utilized frou eubeoil depth* 
down to fire feet. He pointed out that meziiiuii root derelopnent occur* 
in area* where fertility i* located and that concentration* of nutrient* 
tend to inhibit root penetration to deeper depth*. Weaver concluded 
that eubnoil* conatitute an important potential fertility reeerve and 
therefore e\iltural practice* encourai^in^ deep root penetration are 
deeirable. 
During the period of eubeoil nutrient inTe*ti#:ation*. eubnoll pH 
wa* aleo *t\idied. Watenpouich (31) reported that the root developaient 
of alfalfa wa* related to the pH of the soil horizon. The optiaua 
for root developiaent occurred within the pH ran^e of - 6,2 and 
decreased down to pH 4.6 which etopped root developnent coupletely. 
Woodruff and Smith (35) ehattered a eubsoil pan and placed 
fertilizer and lime at a depth of 16 to 20 Inche* in a eerie* of crop 
production experiment* which had ei^ificant reeult*. Where the pan 
had been shattered without limine* the tap root* turned aeide and did 
not enter the looeened area. Where lime had been applied to the 
broken pan. tap root* penetrated deeper into the shattered area. 
Corn plant* ^rowin^ tznder the*e *ub*oiled condition* were able to 
utilise the water in the former herd pan zone durinc drouijht period*. 
Beeaon and Mui^phy (2) foTind that lime inereaaed the water holdinc 
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capacity of the first two feet of soil and decreased the resistance to 
root penetration in the second foot of soil* When lime alone was 
applied, the roots just entered into the "broken hard pan hut did not 
penetrate all the way through it. When lime was combined with manure 
the greatest develojaient of roots through the pan took place. When 
manxire was applied alone, the tap roots were again able to traverse 
the broken pan section and extend deeply into the porous lower subsoil. 
Similar results were obtained by Longenecker and Merkle (21) who 
fotind that maximum fibrous root development took place in the presence 
of lime. Because soil structure was also improved, their conclusions 
were that lime compounds should be thoroughly mixed throughout the 
entire root zone. These authors noted that tap roots can penetrate 
through areas of unfavorable fertility but that feeding roots do not 
develop unless the lime is present. Pohlman (27), also working with 
lime, reported a 50 percent increase in alfalfa roots in the 8-16 inch 
layer when this layer was limed to neutrality. 
Working with potatoes, Bushnell (4) found that the addition of 
urea and cyanamid stimulated potato root development in the subsoil. 
The phosphates of calcium, magnesium and ammonium, in addition to super¬ 
phosphate, also increased subsoil root development. Manure produced 
greater root development than that produced by the chemical fertilizers. 
The yield of tubers was not increased by any of the fertility treatments, 
Pox and Lipps (13), studying the effect produced by nutrients on 
alfalfa root develoimient, showed that the presence of nutrients greatly 
influenced root distribution even when water was adequate throughout 
the profile. In some instances, the roots had extensive development 
just above the ground water table and were using this supply to provide 
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for most of their water reqiiirements. When plants are feeding at 
depth due to favorable water conditions, the authors concluded that 
to he effective fertilizers should he placed where the water supply 
occurs. 
Russel (28) agrees with the investigators who claim that phos¬ 
phorus stimulates root growth. He emphasizes that phosphorus does not 
directly stimulate root developnent hut that the increased root growth 
is a result of the beneficial effect of phosphorus upon the entire 
plant. 
Parris (9) pointed out that when roots find adequate nutrients in 
the upper soil layers, this fertility inhibits root development at 
lower layers. Therefore he stresses that fertilizers should he placed 
deeply if they are to encourage deep root development. Perrant and 
Sprague (11) reported similar results from their studies. They found 
that topsoil fertilization inhibited deep root penetration even when 
the subsoil had been thorou^ly tilled. 
The trend of literature over the years shows that investigators 
have turned away from approaching the problems of dense soil layers 
and root penetration on the solely physical basis of sub soiling and 
deep tillage. Increasing evidence shows that the solution of such 
soil problems will be found in the coordinated application of soil 
chemistry and soil tillage techniques. 
DESCRIPTION OP SOIL CONDITIONS 
A detailed soil analysis forms an essential background for any 
soil compaction study. Therefore, one of the first steps in this 
Investigation was to carry out such an analysis to determine the 
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physical and chemical characteristics of the soil in which the work 
was carried on. 
The experimental plots were located on the east hank of the 
Connecticut River in Sunderland, Massachusetts one quarter mile north 
of the Sunderland-Deerfield bridge. The soil at this location is 
classified by the Soil Survey of Franklin County, Massachusetts (20) 
as a Hadley very fine sandy loam which is considered to be one of the 
best agricultural soils in the locality, 
METHODS OF SOIL ANALYSIS 
Mechanical Analysis 
Representative composite samples of the top and subsoils were 
taken with a shovel and brought to the laboratory for detailed processing. 
The coarser mineral separates were determined by screening and the silt 
and clay fractions by the pipette method (16), Loss on ignition was 
run by the A.O.A.C. (2) method to determine the approximate organic 
content of the soil. Results of these analyses are listed in table 1. 
Nutrient Analysis 
Both the top and subsoils were tested to check the quantity and 
kind of nutrients present in the soil profile. The tests were conducted 
by the method of Lunt et al, (22) and the results are reported in table 2. 
Field Capacity Data 
The water holding capacity of the soil was determined by the 
tension method described by Uhland et al. (30), The results of this 
test and the data are contained in table 3. 
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Bulk Density Tests 
Two methods of taking 'bulk density samples were used to meet 
"both field and greenhouse conditions. The first method consisted 
of taking sample cores 3 inches in diameter and 3 inches deep using 
the procedure descri'bed "by Uhland et al, (30). For taking samples from 
the profile 'boxes of the greenhouse studies and from the sides of the 
field excavation pits, a smaller, handier type of sampler was needed, 
A small cylinder, Just under 2 inches in diameter, with a volume of 
100 cc, was patterned after that of Joffe et al, (17) for this type 
of work. The sampler was pressed into the soil and a core withdrawn. 
After trimming to the correct volume, the core was removed from the 
cylinder for drying and weighing. In the sandy soils studied, this 
type of sampler proved very successful. 
The field 'bulk density figures, o'btained from 'both types of 
sampling operations, are presented in ta'bles 4 and 5, 
pH Test 
pH readings for 'both the top and subsoil were obtained by using 
the standard Beckman pH meter on samples taken at random throughout 
the test plots. The composite pH for the topsoil was 5,70 and for 
the subsoil 5.48, The resiilts from the individual pH samples are 
listed in table 6 and show the uniformity of the field with respect 
to the pH variation. 
PHDPILE OBSERVATIONS 
Before and during the root excavations in the field, the nature 
of the soil profile was noted and recorded. The presence of the com¬ 
paction layers was detected by probing with a sampling tube. Detailed 
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eiamiaations were made during excavation. The ohservations obtained 
are incorporated in the '’Snmraarjr of Soil Conditions’* and other dis¬ 
cussions in this paper. 
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TABLE 1. 
Restilts of Mechanical Anal/sis 
Topsoil Snhsoil 
Sand Fractions 
500 microns .85^ .08^ 
500-260 » 2.76^ 3.37^ 
250-100 " 34.00'^ 42.12^^ 
100-50 " 26.79^ 23.25^ 
Total sand 64.40^^ 68,82^ 
Silt Fractions 
Coarse silt > 5 microns 32.30^ 
Fine silt < 5 microns 1,40^ 
Total silt 33.705^ 
28.83^ 
1.39^ 
30.22^ 
Clay Fractions 
Clay 2 microns .73^ 
'Clay 1 micron 1.17^ 
.385? 
.585? 
Total clay 1.90^ 
100,005^ 
.96^ 
100.00^ 
Loss on Ignition 
Topsoil Subsoil 
Approximate organic matter 
content as determined by 
loss on ignition. 
2,31^ 1.70^ 
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TABLE 2. 
SOIL NX3TRIMTS 
Nutrients Expressed in Approximate Parts Per Million 
Nutrient Topsoil Subsoil 
NO 3 10 (medi-um) less than 5 (very low) 
NH3 12 (low) 12 (low) 
P 100 (high) 50 (medium high) 
K 180 (medium high) 60 (low) 
Ca 500 (low) less than 500 (very low) 
Mg 125 (high) 125 (high) 
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TABLE 3. 
FIELD CAPACITY LATA 
TOPSOIL SUBSOIL 
^ Field Capacity 
Inches of Water 
per Foot of soil ^ Field Capacity 
Inches of Water 
per Foot of Soil 
22.05^ 4.12" 17.5^ 3.02" 
22,ei 4.27» 18.9^^ 3.30" 
22.&f> 4.18* 19.6^ 3.36" 
22,Of> 4.03" 17.6^ 3.00” 
19.1^ 3.41» 19.3^ 3.19" 
19.6^ 3.36" 19.2^ 3.25" 
Average 21.^ 3.89" 18.7^ 3.18" 
TABLE 4. 
Soil Profile Biilk Density Data 
Sampled with 3-inch Uhland Cylinders 
Depth Description Control Row Sub soiled Row 
1.370 1.318 
Surfac e 1.344 1.266 
1.331 1.292 
1.331 1.266 
Average 1.34 
1.462 1.370 
Disk Compaction 1.488 1.305 
Depth 1.475 1.292 
1.462 1.357 
Average 1.47 
1.422 1.357 
Transition between 1.499 1.350 
Disk and Plow 1.435 1.357 
Compaction 1.422 1.409 
Average 1.44 
1.462 1.331 
Plow Compaction 1.422 1.357 
1.422 1.383 
1.475 1.344 
Average 1.45 
1.357 1.331 
Below Compaction 1.370 1.357 
Layers 1.383 1.344 
1.396 1.357 
1.29 
1.33 
1.37 
1.36 
Average 1.38 1.35 
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TABLE 5. 
Soil Profile Bulk Density Data 
Sampled with 1(X) cc, cylinder 
Depth Description Control Row Sub soiled Row 
1.316 1.199 
Surface 1.387 1.235 
1.365 1.217 
1.355 1.173 
Average 1.36 
1.443 1.337 
Just above 1.395 1.352 
Compaction Layer 1.421 1.236 
1.407 1.394 
Average 1.42 
1.468 1.356 
Upper part of 1.467 1.397 
Compaction Layer 1.461 1.372 
1.472 1.314 
Average 1.46 
1.442 1.288 
Lower part of 1.444 1.271 
Compaction Layer 1.437 1.336 
1.428 1.237 
Average 1.44 
1.337 1.363 
Below Compaction Layer 1.357 1.359 
1.350 1.351 
1.395 1.370 
1.21 
1.33 
1.36 
1.28 
Arerage 1.36 1.36 
TABLE 6. 
Composite 
Soil pH and Limestone Requirement 
Topsoil pH 
5.73 
5.66 
5.74 
5.73 
5.68 
5.71 
5.66 
5.69 
5.69 
5.73 
Subsoil pH 
5.40 
5.46 
5.48 
5.48 
5.47 
5.50 
5.50 
5.52 
5.49 
5.53 
5.70 5.48 
Topsoil Limestone Requir^ent 
2000 lbs./acre 
Subsoil Limestone Requir«nent 
1000 lbs./acre 
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STMIABY OF SOIL LATA 
The mechanical anal7sis shows the soil to he a fine sandy loam. 
It belongs to the Hadley series. The profile itself consists of a 
dark brown A horizon of low organic content averaging 9 to 11 inches 
in depth overlaying a yellowish subsoil. The top 6 to 8 inches of the 
subsoil is slightly heavier than the lower portions but retains the 
sandy character of the subsoil. 
Examination of this soil profile revealed a plow sole compaction 
layer which averaged four inches in thickness. This layer was from 
9 to 13 inches below the surface beginning at the base of the plowed 
zone. As the data in tables 4 and 5 indicate, this compaction layer 
is located in an area of increased bulk density. 
Table 4 indicates a disk compaction layer from one to three 
inches thick located at a depth varying from four to six inches below 
the surface. This disk compaction layer is created by local cultural 
practices which feature repeated disk harrowing in the early spring. 
At this time of year, soil moisture is at optimum for maximm 
compaction and a compact layer is formed by the action of the disks 
repeatedly pressing at the same depth. 
The presence of the compaction layers throughout the plots was 
checked by probing with a tubular soil sampler. Both the disk 
compaction and the plow sole offered resistance to probing. The disk 
compaction could be penetrated by several hard thrusts but the plow 
sole could not be penetrated until the weight of a 150 pound man was 
concentrated upon the tubular sampler. 
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Plate 1 shows the compaction layer where it fractirred off during 
the excavation of a pit. The illustration shows the roots being forced 
to extend laterally along this layer. In many instances these roots 
were flattened in cross section. 
Nutrient tests indicate the soil to be low in ammonia nitrogen and 
calcium; medium in nitrates; and hi^ in phosphorus, potassium, and 
magnesium. The subsoil content was lower in all nutrients except 
magnesium and ammonium which were equal to that of the topsoil. 
The composite pH of the topsoil is 5,70 and of the subsoil 5,48 
The topsoil contains a greater potential hydrogen ion reserve than the 
subsoil as indicated by a limestone reqmrement of 2000 pounds per 
acre compared to the subsoil requirement of 1000 pounds per acre. 
The field capacity of the topsoil to hold water averages 21,4 
percent and the subsoil 18,7 percent. When converted, these percentages 
show that the topsoil has a field capacity of 3,89 inches of water per 
foot of soil while the subsoil has a field capacity of 3,18 inches per 
foot. This indicates that the subsoil forms a valuable moisture 
reserve providing the roots develop deeply enou^ to draw upon it. 
19. 
PLATE 1. 
» 
The compaction layer at a depth of about nine 
inches. The topsoil was removed revealing the 
flattened roots growing along the surface of 
' the layer. 
tr 
I 
^ 1 • 
» 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
FIELD METHODS 
The root development of two crops, tobacco and tomatoes, was in¬ 
vestigated intensively -under field conditions. The plots for each crop 
were located on the same soil type on adjoining areas. 
The preparation of the plots started with plowing to a depth of 
about nine inches; the average plow depth for the area. This was 
followed by broadcast treatments (tobacco fertilizer 6-3-6-2 at 3500 
po-unds per acre; 10-10-10-2 at 2000 pcunds per acre for tomatoes) which 
were disked into the stirface soil. The subsoil fertilizer treatments 
were in addition to those above and were at the same rate. 
The subsoil compaction study plots consisted of ten rows of tilled 
subsoil and two control rows where the soil was not disturbed at depth. 
Five of the rows were treated to a depth of 15 to 18 inches by using a 
subsoil tillage machine. This machine, shown in plates 2 and 3 could 
place fertilizer in a band behind the impl^ent point. This feature 
proved very usef-ul in putting the fertilizer treatments down into the 
subsoil. In the rooaaining five rows, the topsoil was removed by 
shoveling a trench the length of the row. The compaction was then 
broken at the bottom of the trench by a tractor drawn CTiltivator. 
Where fertilizer was added, it was placed in the trench just prior to 
this cultivation operation which served to mix the fertilizer with the 
subsoil. 
The subsoil fertility treatments were handled in the same manner 
for both tomatoes and tobacco; the only difference being in the type of 
fertilizer applied (see above). Where lime was placed in the subsoil. 
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PLATS 2. 
A view of the subsoiling 
machine used in the field 
experiments, A known 
amount of fertilizer is 
placed on a belt in the 
long box at the top of the 
machine. The belt moves 
toward the rear of the 
machine emptying the 
fertilizer into the place¬ 
ment tube. The V shaped 
top of the tube is to the 
right of the handwheel 
I 
PLATE 3. 
The sub soiling 
machine in 
position for 
subsoil tillage. 
The point of the 
chisel is 18 inches 
below the surface. 
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it was in ths form of dolomitic limestone at the rate of 2000 poimds 
per acre. Each of the machine tilled rows received one of the follow¬ 
ing treatments: no fertilizer or lime, fertilizer only, lime only, 
fertilizer and lime, and fertilizer and lime at a double rate. 
The cultivated subsoil section of the plot had one row of each 
of the following fertility treatments: fertilizer, lime, fertilizer 
and lime. In addition this plot had two special row treatments. One, 
a deep profile made by mixing top and subsoil to a depth of 18 inches. 
Secondly, an inverted profile made by trenching and reversing the 
position of the topsoil and subsoil. These special rows received no 
fertilizer or lime other than that applied broadcast to the plot as a 
whole. 
Tobacco and tomato transplants were set, in their respective plots, 
directly over each treated row. Both crops were allowed to grow to 
maturity before examination of their root systems. 
To insure adequate water supply and to observe the effect of 
water on crop quality and yield, three levels of irrigation were 
applied when soil molsttire blocks and observation of the plants indicated 
a need for moisture. Water was applied through perforated pipe at 0 
inch, 1/2 inch, and 1 inch per hour. During the dry period of early 
August 1955 the supplemental water was added on three different 
occasions for one hour periods. 
After the crops had grown to maturity, samples of the root systems 
were taken from each of the rows. This was done by the DeRoo ”Needle 
Board” method (8), The equipment used in the sampling operation is 
shown in plate 4, The needle board illustrated is two feet square and 
PLATE 4, 
Equipment for taking field root samples. 
The needle hoard for impaling the root 
systems in place is to the left of the 
iron used to slice out the block of soil. 
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has steel prongs six inches long set two inches apart. These prongs 
serve to hold the roots in place during sampling and suhsequent 
washing operations. The slicing iron is constructed from a piece of 
sheet steel with a har welded along the top edge to serve as re¬ 
enforcing and handles. 
The sampling operation "begins hy digging a trench 30 inches deep 
anross the row about eight inches from the stem of the plait to he 
sampled. Five inches of this face is used to examine soil conditions 
to see what changes subsoil tillage may have birou^t about. After 
examination, the face of the pit is cut and smoothed to within three 
inches of the stem. The needle board is then driven into the face of 
the pit to impale the roots in place. The board is braced in position 
and the block of earth equal to the area of the board and the depth of 
the prongs cut off by means of the slicing iron driven by a sledge 
hammer. Next, the earth block, now mounted on the board, is moved 
for the washing operation. 
The process of removing the soil from the roots is carried out in 
the washing operation. First the soil block containing the roots is 
placed in a tank and allowed to soak until soft. The soil is then care¬ 
fully washed away in order to expose the roots with as little disturbance 
as possible. After washing, the boards with moimted roots are allowed 
to dry for examination and phD to graphing. In the final operation the 
roots were removed from the board at successive two inch levels to 
determine their oven dry weights at these intervals, 
GREENHOUSE METHODS 
In the greenhouse experiments, tobacco was used for the crop as it 
— 
proved to "be sensitive to soil compaction in the field. Fertilizer 
treatments consisted of fertilizer at 3500 ponnds per acre and dolomitic 
limestone at 6000 poimds per acre. Two replications were grown in soil 
profile “boxes with inside dimensions of 19»* x 24" x 3 l/4". These 
boxes contained both topsoil and subsoil taken from the field site and 
separately screened and mixed for uniformity. The boxes were packed to 
give an eight inch topsoil horizon and a ten inch subsoil horizon. 
Artificial compaction layers were formed in two-thirds of the 
boxes in the following manner. First, the soil up to the base of the 
compaction area was placed in the box. Then a steel plate was inserted 
through the side of the box at the base of the area to be compacted and 
engaged in a notch in the opposite side (See diagram 1), The soil to 
be compacted was spread out on top of the plate and tamped to hardness 
with a tamper the width of the box. After hand tamping, the tamper was 
driven by a sledge hammer until the soil on the plate was uniformly 
compacted. The plate was then removed and the compacted soil pressed 
into contact with the soil below it using a pusher which moved the 
compaction layer as a nnit and thus prevented cracking. When the layer 
had been pressed down into contact with the soil below, several sharp 
blows with tamper and sledge on the pusher sealed the layer to the soil 
underneath. The soil for the remainder of the profile was then placed 
above the compaction layer. Compaction layers with bulk densities 
consistently in the vicinity of 1,55 were obtained using this method. 
Each of the profile boxes received one of these fertilizer treat¬ 
ments. No fertilizer, fertilizer in topsoil only, fertilizer in subsoil 
only, fertilizer in topsoil and subsoil, fertilizer in the topsoil with 
-26- 
DIAGRAM 1, 
30HH-1ATIC DRAWING SHOWING THE METHOD OF 
COMPACTING SOIL FOR GREENHOUSE STUDIES 
Soil To Be Compacted 
Steel 
Uncompacted Soil 
Beneath Steel Plate 
Plate 
After the soil above the plate has been 
compacted, the steel plate is removed 
and the compaction layer pressed down in 
contact with the soil below. The soil 
for the remainder of the profile is then 
added. 
¥ 
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lime in the suhsoil, end fertilizer in the topsoil with lime and 
fertilizer in the subsoil. 
Tobacco transplants one month old were planted and allowed to 
grow for 56 days before harvesting. Measurements of plant heights were 
tedcen during the growth period to compare the growth rates of the 
different treatments. 
Harvesting was carried out in the following manner. The tops of 
the plants were cut off, chopped up, oven dried, and weighed for yield. 
Roots were processed in much the same manner as in the field. One side 
of the box was first removed and any surface roots removed. The boxed 
profile was then impaled on a needle board and placed in the washing tank. 
At this point the rest of the box was removed leaving the sample supported 
upon the needle board. The newly exposed surface was then examined and 
any surface roots scraped away. 
The removal of the surface roots from the profile was necessary 
before washing in order to accurately determine which roots actually 
penetrated the compaction layer and those which forced their way down 
between the wall of the box and the soil. 
The washing and sampling operation is carried on in the same way 
as described for the field procedure, 
RESULTS IROM EIELD EXPERIMENTS 
Effect of Subsoil Tillage Upon the Soil Profile 
Examination of the treated profiles at the end of the growing 
season revealed changes due to the subsoil treatments. The most strik¬ 
ing of these was the long tongue like intrusion of the topsoil down into 
the opening created by the subsoiling chisel. This feature, in some 
-28- 
fonn, was characteristic of all rows which had heen treated by the 
subsoil chiseling machine. In each case the topsoil in the intrusion 
had good structure and aeration and was in a loose friable condition. 
Two other features were noticeable during the examination of the 
profiles. The first of these was the residue of the fertilizer banded 
during the chiseling operation (see plates 5 and 10), This took the 
shape of a gray mass 1x2 inches in cross section and was surrounded 
by feeding roots put out from the base of the tap roots. The other 
feature was the presence of sheer planes which started at the base of 
the chisel mark and angled upwards toward the topsoil at about 45° from 
vertical. In some instances the subsoil had been offset up to an inch 
along these planes. If these sheer planes reached the topsoil, the 
topsoil would sometimes intrude down the crack thus encotiraging root 
development along this line. That these sheer cracks were important in 
enabling water to penetrate to depths was shown by the subsoil being 
damper along these cracks than elsewhere. Diagram 2 illustrates the 
features of the machine subsoiled profile. 
Excavation of the cultivated subsoil rows showed different results 
than the results of the chiseled rows. The compaction was broken where 
the subsoil at the base of the excavation had been cultivated but re¬ 
mained intact elsewhere. At the point of contact between the A and B 
horizons, a three to five inch area of top and subsoil intermixing 
occurred. The condition of the cultivated subsoil was looser than 
before treatment but was not as friable as the topsoil found in the 
chisel opening. On the other hand, the width of the loosened area was 
wider where the subsoil had been cultivated. The general decrease of the 
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PLATE 5. 
A portion of the subsoil chisel path. 
The fertilizer residues are about two 
inches wide. Extending about four 
inches above the fertilizer, is a 
small block of intruded topsoil. 
Topsoil 
11". 
Subsoil 
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DIAGRAI4 2 
A SCHE^TIO DRAWmG SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF 
THE FiACHII^E SUBSOILER UPON THE SOIL PROFILE 
— 9" 
Compaction 
Layer 
—15" 
Shear Cracks 
Topsoil Intrusion 
18" Fertilizer 
Residue 
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btilk densities in the stibsoil treated rows is seen in the data presented 
in tables 4 and 5, 
Effect of Subsoil Tillage Uxon Hoot Develoment 
Tobacco Root Development 
Tobacco, grown mder Connecticut River Valley conditions, is a 
shallow rooted plant and this general characteristic remained even 
after the tillage treatments* Table 7 indicates that the greatest 
weight of roots was found in the upper portion of the A horizon. 
Where the subsoil treatments had been applied by machine, the 
main roots of the tobacco plants tended to penetrate down the topsoil 
enriched chisel opening. Lateral roots were produced from these tap 
roots particularly where nutrients had been placed in the subsoil. 
Control rows showed little root develoiment beyond the noncompacted 
topsoil. The beneficial value of breaking the compaction layer can be 
seen by a comparison of plates 6 and 7. 
Where fertilizer was applied during the subsoiling operation, root 
development increased. When separately banded by machine, both lime 
end fertilizer increased the weights of roots produced in the subsoil. 
A greater increase in subsoil root wei^t is seen where the nutrients 
were banded in combination and the highest root weight occurs where lime 
and fertilizer were banded at double rate. Plates 8 and 9 illustrate 
root development occurring where the lime and fertilizer were banded 
together. 
When lime and fertilizer were cultivated into the subsoil the 
results were slightly different. Lime alone produced the greatest 
wei^t increase in subsoil roots. Fertilizer alone and in combination 
-32- 
TABLE 7, 
RESULTS OF FIELD EXFIR IMENT 
WEIGHTS OF TOBACCO ROOT SAl-IPLES FOR VARIOUS ROW TREATMENTS 
(In Grams) 
Depth 
/ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0u2« 1,98 5.53 3.87 4,17 7.02 2.16 
2-4« 4.42 4.54 3.70 4.80 3.84 4.12 
4-6" 2.78 3.25 2.48 2.19 1.91 2.54 
6-8" 3.11 1.52 2.48 .82 2.11 1.11 
8-10" .56 1.89 .74 .07 1.62 .74 
10-14" 1.00 1.68 1.63 ,09 1.23 1.76 
14-18" .86 .51 .28 .08 1,07 .97 
18-24" .41 .24 .03 -- .23 1.21 
Total wt. 0-10" 12.85 16.73 13.27 12.05 16.50 10.67 
Total, wt. 10-24" 2.27 2.43 1.84 .17 2.53 3.94 
Depth 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0-2" 10.77 4.31 3.97 5.71 3.26 2.74 
2-4" 2.85 3.73 5.18 6.07 4.90 4.87 
4-6" 1.31 1.75 1.93 3,68 3.30 2.16 
6-8" .25 1.25 .60 .41 .79 .93 
8-10" .11 1.26 .35 .23 .17 1.14 
10-14" .49 .10 .35 .30 1,83 .99 
14-18" .32 .16 .90 .18 1.62 1,90 
18-24" — .04 .25 .30 .56 4.41 
Total wt. (XIO" 15.29 12.29 12,03 16.10 12,42 11.84 
Total wt. 10-24" 
Row Treatments 
.81 .30 1,50 .78 4.01 7.30 
1. Machine suhsoiled to 18”; no fertilizer. 
2. Machine suhsoiled to 18"; with fertilizer, 
3. Machine suhsoiled to 18"; with lime, 
4. Control row; no treatments, 
5. Machine suhsoiled to 18"; with lime and fertilizer, 
6. Machine suhsoiled to 18"; with lime and fertilizer at double rate. 
7. Cultivator mixed subsoil; with fertilizer 
8. Cultivator mixed subsoil; with fertilizer and lime, 
9. Cultivator mixed subsoil; with lime. 
10. Control row; no treatments, 
11. Inverted profile (subsoil over topsoil). 
12. Deep profile (topsoil and subsoil mixed through 18" depth). 
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PLATE 6, 
Tobacco root develop¬ 
ment is restricted 
largely to the top¬ 
soil where the 
profile has not been 
subsoiled. 
PLATE 7. 
Tobacco root develop¬ 
ment in a machine sub¬ 
soiled row without the 
addition of fertilizer. 
This photo shows the 
value of breaking the 
compaction layer even 
when no fertility is 
added. 
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PLATX 8. 
Extensive subsoil 
to'bacco root develop¬ 
ment where lime and 
fertilizer have been 
placed in a machine 
subsoiled row. 
PLATE 9. 
Extreme penetration 
of tobacco tap roots 
in a machine subsoiled 
row with a double 
application of lime 
and fertilizer. 
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wlth lloit failed to itlnulate at much root deralopnent at when thtat 
two nutrianta war# bandad bj maohlua, Tha affaot of lint wat alAoat 
aa £raat whan onltlTatad Into tho aubaoll aa whan applied in a band. 
Tha rapiditT’ of root panatration to tha fartiliaar placed in tho 
aubaoll waa indicated bjr tha early inoranae in aiie of the tobaooo 
f 
planta reoeiTlni; tha double fertility traatoienta. 
The two apeolal rowa produced Intereatlnc raaulta. In the In- 
Terted profile, topaoll waa found at the aurfaoe where oultlwatlon 
operatlona had apread It oTer tho aurfaoed aubaoll and from 10 to 18 
inohea below the aurface where It had been placed whan the profile wee 
InTorted. It waa in tho arena where the topeoll occurred that the beat 
root doTelopnient took place in the inverted profile. Aa the welffhta in 
table 7 Indicate, the roota aeomed to avoid the aubaoll placed at the 
« 
aurfaoe and utilised tha nutrlenta in the burled topaoll* 
The deep profile treatment produced i^od root development throu^^- 
out Ita area. Thla Indloatea that a general deepening of the profile 
may be poaalble without roota belnc effected by the mixing of the two 
aoil horlsona. The tobaooo planta in the deep profile row were equally 
as well dnveloped aa the plants In the nearby control row. 
Tomato Root Pfvplojmept 
The tomato plot was oharaoterlsed by the same general root develoi^ 
ment patterns as the tobaooo plot but without the diatlnot pattern found 
In the tobacco. The greatest inoranae in tomato root weli^t at lower 
levels is found in tho machine tilled rows while the cultivated aubaoll 
rows have less development In the subsoil. Treatments 1, 2, and 3 have 
similar weights at the lowest levels but rowa 2 and 3 with nutrients 
placed in the subs 11 show heavier weights at the Intermediate levels. 
I 
».nru 
Th« control rowp 4 nnd 10 Rhnw thnt tomato root damloiwtiint In llmliod 
by th« oonpAotion l*yor. In th»i« two rowii tho r»oti nro doflnltoly 
roitriotad to th« A horlion. 
Whoro nutrlonttt wiir« plnood in thn lubnoll At dnubl* rAt«i 
•uitonolYA fibrouA root d«VAle|>ioiAnt ioob plno# In tho vlolnlty of thn 
f«rtllli«r, Thlf dArolopiNAni In indlontud In thn root wnlichtn of 
tAblo tt And llluntrAtnd In pinto 10. I'ho Addition of llmo to tho 
Hubtoll foTorod touiAto root dovolopmAnt am oon bo OAon by tho root 
wolcHto of plAntn frown In mwn n And 9 in tAblo h, 
Uls^k fi£ gulugll ClilUlU XufliiaitJl UjKUi SiLllfm IUSkUi sM. ZlfM 
Tho oArly ronponMO of tho toboooo ronolvinf tho donblo fortlllMor 
trootmont hoo boon roformd to provlounlyi Thronfhout tho yrowlny 
toAHon thin row ooritlnuod to wAlntAin tin growth lood ovor tho othor 
tobAooo trootmontn. In fonorAl, tho top growth of tobnono plifitn won 
In dlroot proportion to tho plAnt'n root doroXoitwiont, Thun tho 
toboooo rown rooolrlni: nlnflo nutrlont trootinonin («J Arid worn About 
tho noino nlio whUo thono rooolvlnif tho oeoiblnotlon of llmo and fortl- 
llior (0 and 0) produood larfor topn» Tho plantn In tho rown whom 
tho nubnoll hod bo«a oultlvotod did ru)t dovolop larfo topni thin In 
IndlOAtod by tholr lowor root woifhtn, I^lAton 11, 114f And 13 llluntroto 
tho top growth produood by tho tobonoo troAt^iootn. 
Tablo 9 proHontn tho ylold, ffodo indox, ond drop Indox for tho 
tobaooo troAtwoiitn ot throo loyoln of irrlyotlon. Hooouno trootwontn 
1 throuich 0 produood tho boot ronultn at all lovoln of wot or applU 
ootlon, tho oonparlnonn following will bo modo botwoon thono trootmontn 
only. 
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TAJ^LI 8. 
RK8ULT8 OF FIKLD HDCPBRIM3CNT 
WK10HT8 OF aHJMAa'O HOOT 8AMPL118 FOR VARIOUS ROW TREATMSJITS 
(In Orams) 
Depth _ _ 3 4 6 6 
o-a" 3.37 .73 .62 2.47 2.47 2.64 
;i^4" 2.06 2.18 1.73 1.07 1.80 1.63 
4-6" 1.36 2.61 3.43 1.26 4,41 2.84 
6-8" .74 3.69 3.03 1.10 1.86 2,76 
8-10" .40 1.73 1,76 .67 .82 1.30 
10-14" .83 2.34 2.21 .21 .92 2.34 
14-18" 1,00 1.80 1.30 .31 .92 .90 
18-24" 1.13 .41 1.61 
—— 
.84 1.90 
Total wt. 0-10" 7.93 10.84 10.87 6.47 11.36 11.17 
Total wt. 10-24" 2.96 4.46 6.02 .62 2.68 6.14 
Depth 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0-2" 1.99 1.32 1.61 2.21 .88 4.46 
1.36 1.78 1.17 2.68 .71 2,61 
4-6" 1.73 1.06 1.10 2.40 .80 1.36 
6-8" .32 .61 1.96 2.24 1.04 1,80 
8-10" .17 .30 .62 2.36 .63 .74 
10-14" .26 .62 1.28 • 69 1.02 1.63 
14-18" .42 .13 1.24 .46 .73 1.76 
18-24" .60 .66 .73 .66 .41 .62 
Row Trfatmaotf 
1. Maohina aubaolled to 18"; no fertiliser. 
2. Manhlne aubaolled to 18"; with fertiliser. 
3. Machine aubaolled to 18"; with lime. 
4, Control row; no treatmonti. 
6* Mnohlna ■u’btolled to 18"; with lima and fartllicar. 
6, Maohina aubaollad to 18"; with lima and fartlllsar at double rate* 
?• Oultlrator mixed aubaoll; with fartlllaar. 
8* Cultlrator mixed aubaoll; with fartlllaer and lima. 
9* Cultlrator mixed aubaoll; with lime. 
10. Control row; no treatmenta. 
11, Inrerted profile (aubaoll orer topaoll), 
12, Deep profile (topaoll and aubaoll mixed throu#^ 18" depth). 
-38- 
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PLATE 10. 
Extensive root development from 
a tomato plant where the profile 
was machine suhsoiled and a 
double rate of lime and fertilizer 
added. This treatment produced 
fax greater root development then 
where lime and fertilizer were not 
added to the subsoil. 
I 
I 
,j 
I 
PLATE 11. 
TolDacco grown on the following treatments 
from left to right: 2 fertilizer snhsoiled, 
3 lime suhsoiled, 4 control row - no 
fertility or snhsoil treatments. Both 
fertility treatments of the subsoil produced 
better growth than the control row. 
1 
f 
I 
PLATS 12. 
Tobacco grown on the following treatments 
left to right: row 5 - fertilizer and 
lime snhsoiled; row 6 - fertilizer and lime 
snhsoiled at a double rate; row 7 - fertilizer 
cultivated into the subsoil. The row treated 
with the double rate of lime eM fertilizer 
produced the greatest amount of top growth. 
i 
PLATE 13. 
ToLacco grown on the following treatments 
^0 right; row 8 lime and fertilizer 
cultivated into the subsoil; row 9 — lime 
cultivated into the subsoil; row 10 - control 
row with no subsoil or fertility treatments. 
The control row produced less top growth than 
the treated rows. 
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In the tobacco plot receiring the highest amoxint of water (plot A) 
the rows with the most nutrients in the subsoil (rows 5 and 6) produced 
the greatest yield. The quality of tobacco leaf from these two treat¬ 
ments was low as shown by a grs.de index of .483 for treatment 5 and 
,438 for treatment 6, 
Treatment 4 produced the lowest yield of plot A but had the 
highest quality leaf with a grade index of ,490. 
Crop index data for treatments 4, 5, and 6 shows the value of 
these fertility treatments based on a combination of quality and 
quantity of yield. Fertility treatment .5 (lime and fertilizer subsoiled) 
has the highest crop index due to a high yield being only slightly off¬ 
set by a moderately low leaf quality. The high yield of treatment 6 
(lime and fertilizer at double rate) is offset by low leaf quality and 
treatment six therefore has the second lowest crop index. Treatment 4 
(control row) has the lowest crop index; the higher quality leaf being 
counteracted by a very low yield. 
In plot B, which received no irrigation, fertility treatment 6 
produced both a high yield and quality of leaf. Because of the high 
yield and quality, the crop index for treatment 6 was the best in 
plot B, 
In plot B, which received no irrigation, fertility treatment 6 
had high yield and good quality. Treatment 5 had a medium yield and 
good quality. Both treatments 5 and 6 had good crop indexes due to 
their combination of quality and yield. The control row, treatment 4, 
produced a low yield and medium quality leaf; a combination which gave 
the lowest crop index for plot B. 
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A comparison of irrigation plots A and B shows that supplemental 
water increased the overall yield and quality hut lowered the leaf 
quality of the plants receiving the high subsoil fertility treatments. 
The plot which had no supplemental water had low overall yield and 
quality hut the high subsoil fertility treatments produced the hipest 
yield and quality within the plot. 
The irrigation plot receiving supplemental water at the rate of 
one-half inch per application was intermediate in yield and quality 
between plots A and B. The effect of water upon the individual 
fertility treatments at this level of irrigation (one-half inch per 
and 
application) did not produce a yield/quality pattern which could be 
compared with either of the patterns found the other irrigation plots. 
Effects of Subsoil Fertility Treatments Upon Tomato Yield 
The effects of the subsoil treatments upon the tomato yields were 
difficult to determine. The plants were allowed to grow untrellised 
and the vines became intermixed. Yields were obtained from the plots 
but it was not possible to harvest the plots uniformly and therefore 
differences in yield could not be determined satisfactorily, 
RESULTS OF GR50JHOUSE EXPERIMBITS 
Effects of Soil Compaction Upon Tobacco Root Pattern 
The pattern of tobacco root development varied with the different 
compaction treatments. Where there was no compaction, the roots pro¬ 
duced a well developed system throughout the profile. In general these 
unrestricted root systems were heavier in the topsoil while the 
denseness of the entire system was determined by the available fertility. 
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The pattern produced "by an unrestricted root system is illustrated "by 
plates 14 and 15. 
The compaction layers at 4 to 8 and 8 to 12 inches helow the 
surface disrupted the root pattern found in the "boxes where such layers 
were not present. A root pattern similar to that found in the field 
was encountered where the 8 to 12 inch compaction was present. The 
roots a'bove the compaction layer were distri"buted throxighout the top¬ 
soil in much the same manner as the roots of the noncompacted soil 
profile. However, where the compaction layer was encoimtered, root 
penetration abruptly stopped; the roots "being una"ble to enter the 
dense soil (plates 16 and 17). 
On meeting the compact layer, the roots turned aside and forced 
their way "between the soil and the side of the soil profile boxes. 
Once past the compaction layer these roots were free to develop in 
the softer subsoil beneath. Only in this manner were the roots able 
to bypass the compact layer. 
The compaction at 4 to 8 inches below the s\irface also stopped 
root penetration resulting in a restriction of the topsoil available 
to the plant. Here again, the roots were able to bypass the compaction 
layer to utilize nutrients and moisture from the lower part of the 
profile. Typical root development patterns are shown in plates 15, 17, 
18, and 19, 
Effects of Soil Compaction and Nutrients Upon Tobacco Plant Growth 
The direct effects of fertility are seen by comparison of the 
tobacco grown on the noncompacted treatments. When averaged together 
the weights of these plants give the following results. The wei^t of 
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PLATE 14. 
Top growth of tohsicco 
produced in an uncoii^- 
pacted profile with 
no fertilizer added. 
PLATE 15. 
Roots produced hy 
the tobacco plant 
^ shown above. 
Notice the heavier 
!* growth in the top¬ 
soil section. 
. (Indicated by the 
j white dot markers) 
t 
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PLATE 16. 
Growth produced "bj 
tobacco with no fertilizer 
and compaction layer between 
eight to twelve inches below 
the surface. 
PLATE 17. 
Roots of the plant shown 
above. Notice the 
restriction of the roots 
to the area above the 
compaction. The comps.cted 
area is indicated by the 
double white markers. 
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PLATE 18. 
Growth produced hy 
tobacco with no 
fertilizer and 
compaction between 
four and ei^t inches 
below the surface. 
PLATE 19. 
Tobacco roots produced 
by the compaction 
treatment shown above. 
No roots entered the 
compact layer indicated 
by the double white 
markers. The lower 
roots forced their way 
between the side of the 
box and the compacted 
layer. 
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tobacco topi Increaied where fertlllier wae added to the topic 11 and 
ihowed a decreaie when the fertlllier wae placed In the iubsoll. The 
remalnln#: fertlllier treatmente produced the top welghte of tobacco 
equal to, or higher than, that produced by fertlllier placed In the 
topeoll only. Theee tobacco top weighte are plotted graphically In 
diagram 3, ' f ' 
Growth charte (dlngrame 4, 6, and 6) ahow that equal fertlllier 
treatmente, did not produce equal growth ratee. In the no fertilizer 
replication (diagram 4) the plante with no compaction to hinder their 
root deYelopment maintained a growth lead over the two compacted treat¬ 
mente. Theee two compacted treatmente ehow leee growth at a given 
period of time due to the reetrlotlon of their root eyoteme. The 
tobacco plant growing over the compaction layer at 8 to 12 Inohee 
produced leee top growth than the plant growing over the compact layer 
extending from 4 to 8 Inches below the eurface. Thle was an oinexpeoted 
> . 
reault ae the plant growing above tho deeper of the two compaction 
layere had the larger ajuount of eoll to draw upon for water and nutrlente, 
Platee 14, 16, and 18 llluetrate the differences In top growth produced 
by the effects of the compaction layers* ^ 
The pattern of top growth described above Is repeated in those 
profile studies where fertilizer was placed In the subsoil only 
(diagram 6). The main difference between the two fertility treatments 
(no fertilizer, diagram 4; with fertilizer, diagram 6) Is the greater 
amount of top growth produced where tho fertilizer was added* The un¬ 
restricted roots of treatment 8 enable the plant to reach the fertilizer 
sooner giving this plant a faster growth rate and a greater size than 
the other plants In this fertilizer replication* 
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diagram 5. 
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Where fertilizer was placed in the topsoil only, the following 
results were obtained. Treatments 4 and 6 which have no compaction 
layers are of comparable sizes although treatment 6 is slightly larger. 
Striking differences in top growth are seen in treatments 5 and 7 where 
fertilizer was placed above and in the compaction layer. Treatment 5 
resxdted in large top growth due to the fertilizer being concentrated 
above the compaction layer where it was readily available. Treatment 
7, on the other hand, had the fertilizer "locked” in the compaction 
layer where the roots could not reach it. It was found that treatment 
7 produced the smallest plants of this fertilizer replication. Plate 
20 shows the size of the plant when fertilizer was above the compaction 
layer and plate 21 the size of top growth produced when the fertilizer 
was placed in the compaction layer. 
Treatment 7 with fertilizer in the compaction layer, produced a 
heavier top (21 grams dry weight) than treatment 1 (11 grams dry weight) 
which had neither compaction or added fertilizer. This is because 
treatment 7 was able to utilize the fertilizer leached from the 
compaction layer to the roots which had bypassed the layer. 
With fertilizer placed in both the top and subsoils, (treatments 
11, 12, and 13) the top growth pattern due to the position of fertilizer 
in the profile becomes indistinct as adequate fertility is present at 
all levels. Where both lime and fertilizer were added to the profile 
boxes the growth rates were essentially the same as where fertilizer 
was added to both the topsoil and subsoil. The growth measurements 
for treatments 11 throu^ 19 are given in table 10. 
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PLATS 20. 
Tobacco top growth 
produced when fertilizer 
was placed above the 
compaction layer. 
PLATE 21. 
Tobacco top growth 
produced when the 
same amount of 
fertilizer as in 
Plate 20 was placed, 
in the compaction 
layer. 
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Effects of Soil Profile Inversion Upon Greenhouse Tohacco Plants 
Inversion of the soil profile produced root development patterns 
and plant sizes directly related to the presence or absence of ferti¬ 
lizer. Where fertilizer was placed in the inverted subsoil, excellent 
top and root growth resulted. Where fertilizer was absent, the tobacco 
/ 
transplants barely survived and did not grow until their root systens 
managed to reach the buried topsoil. Tobacco growth where both lime 
and fertilizer were added was less than with fertilizer alone, but 
showed a root weight increase of 500 percent over the plant where no 
fertilizer was available. 
The plants described above are ill'i:^trated in plates 22 through 
27, Diagram 7 presents the growth curves of plants growing in the 
inverted profile from the measurements listed in table 12. 
DISCUSSION 
The discussion of the experimental results will be divided into 
two sections: (1) The alteration of the profile by subsoiling treat¬ 
ments and (2) The effect of subsoiling and fertility treatments upon 
root development. 
Alteration of the Soil Profile by Sub soiling Treatments 
Subsoiling, like other tillage operations, is done in order to 
alter the soil conditions so that they will become more favorable for 
plant growth. Several Midwestern investigators (2), (5), (26), and 
(29) found that mechanical subsoiling did little to increase water 
retention and infiltration or to alter the profile. This was due to 
the clay pan soils with which they worked flowing together before any 
permanent benefits could result. 
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ELATS 22. 
Tobacco top growth 
produced after 53 days growth 
in an inverted profile with 
unfertilized subsoil. 
PIATE 23. 
Roots produced by the 
plant above. The white 
dot markers indicate the 
surface of the soil and 
the division between the 
inverted profiles. 
-60- 
ToTjacco top growth 
produced where 
fertilizer was added 
to the subsoil in the 
inverted position. 
PLATE 25. 
Roots from the plant 
shown above. This 
photo, \dien compared 
with Plate 23, shows 
the favorable effect 
of fertilizer upon 
root development in 
an otherwise infertile 
soil. 
-61- 
» 
PLATE 26. 
Tobacco top growth 
produced in the in¬ 
verted profile where 
lime and fertilizer 
were added. The top 
weight of this plant 
was 25 times greater 
than the plant shown 
in Plate 25. 
PLATE 27. 
Roots from the plant 
above. Here again 
the addition of 
fertility made the 
development of a 
good systan possible. 
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TABLE 11 
GRO\fTH OF TOBACCO PLANTS IN GREENHOUSE 
(Inverted Profile Experiment) 
Plant Height in Inches 
Da^rs Total 
Tobacco Growth #20 
Treatments 
#21 #22 
26 1/2 2 3/4 
32 3/4 51/3 1 
34 3/4 7 1/4 1 1/2 
36 3/4 9 3/4 1 1/2 
38 3/4 12 2 
40 1 14 1/2 2 1/2 
42 1 17 1/2 3 
44 1 19 1/4 4 
47 1 22 172 5 1/2 
49 1 27 3/4 6 1/2 
51 1 31 3/4 7 3/4 
53 1 36 9 1/2 
57 1 3/4 — 121/2 
61 3 3/4 
Treatment Identification 
#20 Inverted Profile; no fertilizer in subsoil. 
#21 Inverted Profile; fertilizer in subsoil. 
#22 Inverted Profile; lime and fertilizer in subsoil. 
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On the sandy loPin soils investigated here in the Connecticut 
River Valley, two techniques were used to “break the compact layer 
with different results. The first method was subsoil cultivation after 
removal of the topsoil. This method left the profile essentially un¬ 
changed except for a slight mixing at the boundary of the A and B 
horizons* 
The second method, that of chiseling with a subsoiling machine, 
produced results which were different than those obtained in the Midwest. 
At the time of the subsoiling operation, it was noted that the chisel 
left a very definite opening which sometimes did not close at the 
surface until the pressure of the tractor working on the next row 
pressed it together. These chisel openings cotild be detected two weeks 
later by probing indicating that a passage for aeration and water in¬ 
filtration was in existence. Further proof of the existence of these 
openings was provided when excavation of the subsoiled rows revealed 
deep intrusions of topsoil where the subsoiler implonent had passed 
through the profile. The feature of topsoil infiltration was 
characteristic of all rows which had been machine subsoiled and pro¬ 
duced several important changes in the profile. First, the topsoil with 
its nutrients and orgsnic matter, is distributed to new depths. Secondly, 
this topsoil is in a loose, well aerated condition and forms a channel 
for water infiltration. 
If subsoiling operations are carried out each year in this manner, 
and adequate orgsnic matter and nutrients are added to the soil, such 
topsoil infiltration should gradually mix the A and B horizons resulting 
in a deeper zone favorable for root penetration. 
The feasibility of mixing the topsoil and subsoil to deepen the 
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profile was demonstrated "by the deep profile row where eqnel amoimts 
of topsoil and subsoil were hlended. ¥hile the size of tobacco top 
growth in this row did not eq.tial the top growth of tobacco in the 
fertilizer rows, it was comparable in size to the control row and its 
roots were better than those of the control row. These results are 
similar to the experiments of Goff (14) who had good root and top 
growth of com upon mixing top and subsoils to a depth of 2 l/2 feet. 
Under local conditions the best method of mixing the two soil 
horizons woiild seem to be, in the opinion of this author, subsoil 
chiseling with subsequent topsoil infiltration. The reasons for this 
statement are: (1) Subsoiling can be carried out at the same time as 
plowing. (2) The mixing of topsoil and subsoil under such conditions 
is a gradual process where a minimum of low fertility is incorporated 
at once. (3) Deep plowing would not be satisfactory as it brings up 
large qiaantities of subsoil in which plants do not grow well. The 
absence of roots in the subsoil portion of the inverted profile, both 
in the field and greenhouse experiments, shows that roots will not 
develop in the subsoil. 
gffect of Compaction and Fertility Upon Hoot Development 
Both in the field and in the greenhouse experiments, the root 
development was limited by the presence of a dense soil layer. As a 
result of this soil condition, the roots were largely limited to the 
area above the compact layer unless some break in the layer permitted 
root penetration. In the case of the greenhouse tobacco plants, this 
break existed in the form of the crack between the side of the box and 
the soil. This opening permitted root penetration to lower levels and, 
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in some cases, utilization of nutrients which otherwise wotild have "been 
unavailable. 
In the field experiments, few such cracks existed naturally and 
had to he created hy suhsoiling and suhtillage techniques. Where the 
compaction layer was left undistruhed, the root development of the 
plants was largely lateral while where the pan had been broken, the 
root pattern changed from horizontal to vertical. This indicates that 
a fuller and deeper root syston would develop if the restricting layer 
were not present. Further evidence in this connection was seen in the 
greenhouse studies where a fully developed root system grew throughout 
the profile box in the absence of a compact layer (plate 12). 
Below the compaction layer in the field the bulk density of the 
soil averaged 1.36; a value close to the bulk density figure for the 
surface soil. As there was no lack of moisture in the subsoil, the 
conclusion is that the absence of fertility was the main factor 
restricting tobacco root development in the subsoil. 
Where the roots penetrated to a considerable depth, tobacco plant 
development was proportional to the available fertility. Where subsoil¬ 
ing was carried out without placing of fertilizer, the intruded topsoil 
supplied some fertility in itself. The total fertility supplied by a 
topsoil intrusion could be only a portion of the fertility contained in 
the topsoil. Tobacco top develojanent in rows where the only deep 
fertility addition was provided by the topsoil intrusion was better than 
in the control row but did not equal the top growth of the subsoiled 
fertilized rows. 
The manner of application influenced the effectiveness of lime or 
fertilizer in the subsoil. Where cultivated into the subsoil, lime and 
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fertilizer were less efficient than when handed hy the suhsoillng 
machine. The reduced effectiveness may be due to the application beinf: 
spread, and therefore diluted, through a larger volume of soil when 
cultivated into the subsoil. In addition, subsoil cultivation left no 
channel for easy root penetration to the fertility placed in the sub¬ 
soil. 
The data show an increase in the weight of tobacco tops and roots 
when lime and fertilizer were banded separately, or in combination, by 
the subsoiling machine. When placed by machine, fertility treatments 
were concentrated at the bottom of an area of easy root penetration. 
As woTild be expected, the tap roots penetrated down the channel formed 
by the subsoiling implement and produced a concentration of feeding 
roots in the vicinity of the fertility placement. 
If the banding of fertilizer leads to a concentration of roots in 
a restricted volme of soil, such banding wculd seem to defeat the 
purpose of subtillage which is to enable the roots to extend throughout 
the entire volume of cultivated soil, A restriction of roots to a small 
volume of soil means the roots have available to them only the water 
present in this vol\ime. Act\ially the roots prodtjced arotutid the fertilizer 
band lie in the path of easiest water infiltration and therefore are not 
likely to suffer from a restricted water supply. 
In the field experiments where lime was placed in the subsoil, the 
growth of tomato roots was greatly increased. The favorable effects of' 
lime in promoting root growth in the subsoil has been noted by other 
investigators (2) and (35), 
The effects of calcium in the local sandy subsoils are probably 
the raising of the pH with a consequent increase of the availability of 
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phosphorus. Both of these effects woiald promote good tomato root 
growth. The effect of lime in the greenhouse experiments was 
masked hy the effects of the fertilizer. 
In the field, the "best top and root growth of tobacco took 
place where "both lime and fertilizer were applied in the subsoil. The 
early response of the plants receiving the double rate of these materials 
indicated that their roots penetrated rapidly to the nutrients placed in 
the subsoil. Here again, the greatest root development took place in 
the area nearest the fertilizer concentration. 
In both the field and greenhouse experiments, the size of plants 
I 
produced depended upon the amount of fertilizer applied. In the field 
experiments the supplemental fertility was applied in the subsoil. 
The question as to whether the additional fertility would be more 
valuable broadcast in a conventional manner is a valid one, A case 
can be made for broadcasting this additional fertilizer where shallow 
rooted plants are located where their water requirements can be met 
by irrigation. While applying fertilizer to the top few inches of 
soil may produce satisfactory growth in a naturally shallow root system, 
this author feels that deep placement of fertilizer is necessary for 
deep root develoixnent in the subsoils studied in the Connecticut River 
Valley, 
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SUI4MARY MD CONCLUSIONS 
This investigation was carried out to determine the factors 
which restrict the deep root penetration of crops in the Connecticut 
River Valley soils, Previots investigators had found a compact soil 
layer at the "base of the plowed zone and a suhsoil with a low 
fertility level. 
Two field methods of subsoiling to "break the compaction layer 
combined with subsoil fertility treatments produced the following 
results: 
(1) Where the compact layer was not broken plant roots were 
restricted to the soil above the compaction, 
(2) Where the compact layer was broken by subsoil chiseling, 
the topsoil filled the chisel opening to create a good 
avenue for root penetration and consequent development. 
No path for root penetration was made when the compaction 
layer was broken by stirring with a cultivator. 
(3) The best root and crop development as measured by yield 
and quality took place where the lime and fertilizer were 
banded together in the subsoil. 
In the greenhouse experiments, combinations of artificial 
compaction layers and fertility treatments produced results similar 
to those in the field. 
The results summarized above lead to the following conclusions: 
(1) Crop roots will develop at depth to utilize subsoil water 
and nutrients provided they are not restricted by adverse 
soil conditions such as compact soil layers and low fertility 
levels 
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(2) Fertilizer and lime supplements are necessary to encourage 
and stimulate good root development in low pH subsoils. 
(3) Chisel suhsoiling and deep banding of fertilizers is a 
satisfactory method to simultaneously deal with the 
compaction and fertility problems of Connecticut River 
Valley soils, 
(4) The intrusion of the topsoil into the chisel opening 
provides a valuable channel for water infiltration and root 
penetration in addition to gradually mixing the topsoil and 
subsoil into a deeper profile. 
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